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Abstract
We prove that every non-abelian finite simple group is generated by an involution and
an element of prime order.
1. Introduction
Given a finite simple group G, it is natural to ask which elements generate G. Results
of Miller [29], Steinberg [39], Aschbacher and Guralnick [2] prove that every finite simple
group is generated by a pair of elements. A natural refinement is then to ask whether the
orders of the generating elements may be restricted: given a finite simple group G and a pair
of positive integers pa, bq, does there exist a pair of elements x, y P G with x of order a and
y of order b such that G “ xx, yy? If such a pair exists, we say G is pa, bq-generated.
As two involutions generate a dihedral group, the smallest pair of interest is p2, 3q. The
question of which finite simple groups are p2, 3q-generated has been studied extensively. All
alternating groups An except for n “ 3, 6, 7, 8 are p2, 3q-generated by [29]. All but finitely
many simple classical groups not equal to PSp4p2aq, PSp4p3aq are p2, 3q-generated by [24].
In fact, recent work by Pellegrini [32] completes the classification of the p2, 3q-generated
finite simple projective special linear groups, which shows that PSLnpqq is p2, 3q-generated
for pn, qq ‰ p2, 9q, p3, 4q, p4, 2q. There is also literature on the p2, 3q-generation of many other
simple classical groups Clnpqq, showing a positive result for large n explicitly listed (for
example, see [36]). All simple exceptional groups except for 2B2p22m`1q (which contain no
elements of order 3) are p2, 3q-generated by [25]. And all sporadic simple groups except for
M11,M22,M23 and McL are p2, 3q-generated by [45].
Nevertheless, the problem of determining exactly which finite simple groups are p2, 3q-
generated, or more generally p2, pq-generated for some prime p, remains open. In this paper,
we prove:
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Theorem 1. Every non-abelian finite simple group G is generated by an involution and an
element of prime order.
By [29], for n ě 5 and n ‰ 6, 7, 8, the alternating groups An are p2, 3q-generated, and
by [30] these exceptions are p2, 5q-generated. By [25] the exceptional groups not equal to
2B2p22m`1q are p2, 3q-generated, and by [11] the Suzuki groups are p2, 5q-generated. By [45]
the sporadic groups not equal to M11,M22,M23,McL, are p2, 3q-generated, and by [44] these
exceptions are p2, pq-generated for p “ 11, 5, 23, 5 respectively (in fact, all of these exceptions
are p2, 5q-generated, which can be seen using GAP). By Lemma 2.4 below, the 4-dimensional
symplectic groups PSp4p2aq pa ą 1q, PSp4p3aq are p2, 5q-generated, and when combined with
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, this shows that all finite simple classical groups with natural module
of dimension n ď 7 (and PΩ`8 p2q) are p2, pq-generated for some p P t3, 5, 7u.
By Zsigmondy’s theorem [46], for q, e ą 1 with pq, eq ‰ p2a ´ 1, 2q, p2, 6q, there exists
a prime divisor r “ rq,e of qe ´ 1 such that r does not divide qi ´ 1 for i ă e. We call r
a primitive prime divisor of qe ´ 1. Notice that, in general, rq,e is not uniquely determined
by pq, eq. In the group pFrqˆ, q has order e, and so r ” 1 mod e. In view of the above
discussion, Theorem 1 follows from the following result.
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n over
Fqδ , where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise. Assume n ě 8 and G ‰ PΩ`8 p2q. Let r
be a primitive prime divisor of qe´1, where e is listed in Table 1. Then G is p2, rq-generated.
Table 1: Values of e in Theorem 2
G e
PSLnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩ´n pqq n
PΩ`n pqq n´ 2
PΩnpqq pnq oddq n´ 1
PSUnpqq pn oddq 2n
PSUnpqq pn evenq 2n ´ 2
We note that r is well-defined for the groups described in Theorem 2.
There is a large literature on other aspects of the generation of finite simple groups, and
we note just a few results. In [27], it is shown that every non-abelian finite simple group
other than PSU3p3q is generated by three involutions. In [13], and proved independently in
[38], it is shown that, given a finite simple group G, there exists a conjugacy class C of G
such that, given an arbitrary non-identity element x in G, there exists an element y in C
such that G “ xx, yy.
We now sketch our approach to proving Theorem 2. Let G be any finite group. Let
M ămax G denote a maximal subgroup. For a group H let impHq denote the number of
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elements of order m in H . Let P2,ppGq denote the probability that G is generated by a
random involution and a random element of order p, and let Q2,ppGq “ 1 ´ P2,ppGq. Then
we have
Q2,ppGq ď
ÿ
MămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq
ippMq
ippGq , (1.1)
since the right-hand side is an upper bound for the probability that a random involution
and a random element of order p lie in some maximal subgroup of G. To prove G is p2, pq-
generated, it suffices to prove Q2,ppGq ă 1.
In fact, for the proof of Theorem 2 we also need a refinement of (1.1). Let G, r be as
in Theorem 2, and let x P G be an element of order r. Let P2pG, xq denote the probability
that G is generated by x and a random involution, and let Q2pG, xq “ 1 ´ P2pG, xq. Then
by similar reasoning we have
Q2pG, xq ď
ÿ
xPMămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq . (1.2)
To prove G is p2, rq-generated, it suffices to prove Q2pG, xq ă 1. Our method in most cases
is to determine the maximal subgroups M of G containing x, and then bound i2pMq and
i2pGq in terms of n and q such that for n and q sufficiently large we have Q2pG, xq ă 1. For
the remaining cases with small n and q we improve the bounds case by case using literature
such as [4].
Acknowledgements. This paper is part of work towards a PhD degree under the supervision
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2. Preliminary results
The p2, 3q-generation of classical groups has been studied extensively, and there are
many results for groups of small dimension that we will make use of.
Lemma 2.1. If G is a finite simple classical group listed in Table 2, then G is p2, 3q-
generated.
We note that though there are many other p2, 3q-generation results regarding classical groups,
our method will not require them.
Lemma 2.2. If G is listed in Table 3 then G is p2, pq-generated, where p P t5, 7u is specified.
Proof. Let G “ PSL3p4q and p “ 7. By [7] the only maximal subgroups M of G with
order divisible by 7 are isomorphic to PSL2p7q. The index of M “ PSL2p7q in G is 120
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Table 2: Some p2, 3q-generated finite simple classical groups
G Exceptions References
PSLnpqq, 2 ď n ď 7 pn, qq “ p2, 9q, p3, 4q, p4, 2q [26, 34, 35, 42, 41]
PSpnpqq, 4 ď n ď 6 n “ 4, q “ 2a, 3a [35, 31]
PΩnpqq, n “ 7 [31]
PSUnpqq, 3 ď n ď 7 pn, qq “ p3, 3q, p3, 5q, p4, 2q, p4, 3q, p5, 2q [34, 35, 33, 31]
Table 3: Cases when G is small and p2, pq-generated
G pn, qq p
PSLnpqq p2, 9q, p4, 2q 5
p3, 4q 7
PSUnpqq p4, 2q, p5, 2q 5
p3, 3q, p3, 5q, p4, 3q 7
PΩ`8 p2q 5
and there are 3 G-conjugacy classes of such subgroups. We find i2pPSL2p7qq “ 21, i2pGq “
315, i7pPSL2p7qq “ 48, i7pGq “ 5760. Therefore by p1.1q,
Q2,7pGq ď
ÿ
MămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq
i7pMq
i7pGq
“ 360 i2pPSL2p7qq
i2pGq
i7pPSL2p7qq
i7pGq
“ 1
5
,
and so G is p2, 7q-generated. The results for the remaining groups are proved similarly.
Remark We note that the groups in Table 3 are not p2, 3q-generated: it is elementary to
prove that PSL2p9q is not p2, 3q-generated; for PSL3p4q, PSU3p3q, PSU3p5q, this is proved
in [34]; for PSL4p2q, PSU4p3q, this is proved in [35]; for PSU4p2q – PSp4p3q, this is proved
in [24]; for PSU5p2q, this is proved in [43]; and for PΩ`8 p2q, this is proved by Vsemirnov.
We also note that PSL3p4q, PSU3p5q and PSU4p3q are actually p2, 5q-generated; this can be
seen using GAP. However, the method discussed using (1.1) fails in these cases, and so we
do not prove this statement.
As discussed in the preamble to Theorem 2, in order to reduce our study of p2, pq-
generation of finite simple groups to the groups covered by Theorem 2 we need to prove
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that the 4-dimensional symplectic groups PSp4p2aq pa ą 1q, PSp4p3aq are p2, pq-generated
for some prime p. We first state [21, Proposition 1.3], which will be useful for later results.
Proposition 2.3. Let Y be a simple algebraic group over K, an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p ą 0, and let N be the number of positive roots in the root system of Y .
Suppose that F is a Frobenius morphism of Y such that G “ pY F q1 is a finite simple group
of Lie type over Fq. Assume G is not of type
2F4,
2G2 or
2B2, and define N2 “ dimY ´N .
Then
i2pAutGq ă 2pqN2 ` qN2´1q.
Lemma 2.4. Let G “ PSp4pqq where q “ 2a or 3a, q ‰ 2. Then G is p2, 5q-generated.
Remark We note that by [35, Theorem 1.2], PSp4p32aq is p2, 5q-generated. However, we do
not use this result; we prove Lemma 2.4 by our usual method using p1.1q.
Proof. Suppose q “ 2a. Details on the conjugacy classes of G can be found in [10]. We
find i2pGq “ pq2 ` 1qpq4 ´ 1q, i5pGq ě q3pq ´ 1qpq2 ` 1qpq2 ´ q ` 4q. By [4] the possi-
ble maximal subgroups with order divisible by 5 are isomorphic to rq3s : GL2pqq, Sp2pqq ≀
S2, Sp2pq2q.2, SO˘4 pqq, Szpqq or Sp4pq
1
t q for some prime t.
IfM – rq3s : GL2pqq, then by [10] we compute i2pMq “ pq´1qpq3`2q2`q`1q, i5pMq ď
2q3pq ` 1qp2q ` 5q. By [4] there are two G-conjugacy classes of subgroups of this type, and
|G :M | “ pq ` 1qpq2 ` 1q.
If M – Sp2pqq ≀ S2 then i2pMq “ pi2pSp2pqqq ` 1q2 ´ 1` |Sp2pqq| “ q4 ` q3 ´ q ´ 1,
i5pMq “ pi5pSp2pqqq ` 1q2 ´ 1 ď 4qpq3 ` 2q2 ` 2q ` 1q. There is a single G-conjugacy class
of subgroups of this type, and |G : M | “ q2pq2`1q
2
.
If M – Sp2pq2q.2, then by Proposition 2.3 we have i2pMq ă 2q2pq2 ` 1q, and we also
have i5pMq “ i5pSp2pq2qq ď 2q2pq2` 1q. There is a single G-conjugacy class of subgroups of
this type, and |G : M | “ q2pq2´1q
2
.
Suppose M – Sp4pq 1t q for some prime t. Then by [10] we have i2pMq “ pq 2t ` 1qpq 4t ´
1q, i5pMq ď q 3t pq 1t `1qpq 2t `1qpq 2t `q 1t `4q. There are fewer than log2pqq G-conjugacy classes
of such subgroups, each with |G : M | “ q4pq2´1qpq4´1q
q
4
t pq
2
t ´1qpq
4
t ´1q
.
If M – SO`4 pqq – SL2pqq ≀ S2 then i2pMq “ pi2pSL2pqqq ` 1q2 ´ 1 ` |SL2pqq| “ q4 `
q3 ´ q ´ 1, i5pMq “ pi5pSL2pqqq ` 1q2 ´ 1 ď 4qpq3 ` 2q2 ` 2q ` 1q as above. There is a single
G-conjugacy class of subgroups of this type, and |G :M | “ q2pq2`1q
2
.
If M – SO´4 pqq – SL2pq2q.2, then by Proposition 2.3 we have i2pMq ă 2q2pq2 ` 1q
and i5pMq “ i5pSL2pq2qq ď 2q2pq2 ` 1q as above. There is a single G-conjugacy class of
subgroups of this type, and |G : M | “ q2pq2´1q
2
.
Finally suppose M “ Szpqq. Then by [40] we have i2pMq “ pq ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q, i5pMq ď
q2pq ` ?2q ` 1qpq ´ 1q. There is a single G-conjugacy class of subgroups of this type, and
|G :M | “ q2pq ` 1qpq2 ´ 1q.
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Therefore by p1.1q,
Q2,5pGq ď
ÿ
MămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq
i5pMq
i5pGq
“
˜ ÿ
M–rq3s:GL2pqq
`
ÿ
M–Sp2pqq≀S2
`
ÿ
M–Sp2pq2q.2
`
ÿ
M–Sp4pq
1
t q
`
ÿ
M–SO`
4
pqq
`
ÿ
M–SO´
4
pqq
`
ÿ
M–Szpqq
¸
i2pMq
i2pGq
i5pMq
i5pGq
ď
´
4q3pq ´ 1qpq ` 1q2p2q ` 5qpq2 ` 1qpq3 ` 2q2 ` q ` 1q
` 2q3pq2 ` 1qpq3 ` 2q2 ` 2q ` 1qpq4 ` q3 ´ q ´ 1q
` 2q6pq2 ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q2
` 2 log2pqqq
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2 pq 12 ` 1qpq ` 1qpq ` q 12 ` 4qpq2 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
` 2q3pq2 ` 1qpq3 ` 2q2 ` 2q ` 1qpq4 ` q3 ´ q ´ 1q
` 2q6pq2 ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q2
` q4pq ´ 1q2pq ` 1qpq `
a
2q ` 1qpq2 ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q
¯ 1
q3pq ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q2pq2 ´ q ` 4qpq4 ´ 1q ,
and it is straightforward to verify Q2,5 ă 1 for q ě 8. If q “ 4 then a similar argument using
[7] yields the result. This completes the proof for q “ 2a.
The argument for q “ 3a is similar (using [37] instead of [10] for details on the conjugacy
classes of G).
3. Involutions in classical groups
Let G be a finite simple classical group with natural module of dimension n defined over
the field Fqδ , where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise. In this section we find a lower
bound for i2pGq, the number of involutions in G.
Proposition 3.1. The number i2pGq of involutions satisfies i2pGq ě I2pGq, for I2pGq is
given in Table 4.
Proof. For each G we specify an involution y and calculate |yG| to give a lower bound for
i2pGq. The choices for y and values |yG| are listed in Table 5. It is then elementary to obtain
the bounds stated in Table 4. We let rds denote an arbitrary group of order d. The notation
of the elements in the table is as follows:
If q is odd define the following (projective) involutions in GLnpqq:
s “
ˆ
iIn
2 ´iIn
2
˙
if n is even, q ” 1 mod 4 and i2 “ ´1,
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t “
ˆ
In
2´In
2
˙
if n is even,
uk “
ˆ
Ik
´In´k
˙
, 0 ă k ă n;
If q is even, define the following involutions in GLnpqq:
jk “
¨
˝Ik In´2k
Ik Ik
˛
‚, 0 ă k ď n
2
.
In the case where q is odd, conjugacy class representatives of involutions are found in
Table 5.5.1 of [12], listed alongside information on their respective centralizers.
In the case where q is even and G “ PSLǫnpqq, involutions are conjugate to jk for
some k. The structures of the centralizers of jk are found in Sections 4 and 6 of [3], and
exact conjugacy class sizes can be calculated using [23, Theorem 7.1]. If q is even and G is
symplectic or orthogonal, involutions are of the form ak, bk or ck with Jordan normal form jk
by [3]. In Sections 7 and 8 of the same paper the structure of the centralizer of each involution
is given, and exact conjugacy class sizes can be calculated using [23, Theorem 7.2].
Table 4: Lower bounds for i2pGq
G I2pGq
PSLǫnpqq 18qt
n
2
2
u
PSpnpqq 12q
n
2
4
`n
2
PΩǫnpqq 18q
n
2
4
´1
PΩnpqq, nq odd 12q
n
2
´1
4
Table 5: Values for |yG|
G Conditions y |yG|
PSLǫnpqq, n ě 2 n even, q even jn2 |GL
ǫ
npqq : rq
n2
4 s.GLǫn
2
pqq|
n even, q ” ǫ mod 4 s |GLǫnpqq : GL
ǫ
n
2
pqq2.2|
n even, q ” ´ǫ mod 4 t |GLǫnpqq : GLn2 pq
2q.2|
n odd, q even jn´1
2
|GLǫnpqq : rq
n2`2n´7
4 s.
´
GLǫn´1
2
pqq ˆGLǫ1pqq
¯
|
n odd, q odd p´1q
n`1
2 un´1
2
|GLǫnpqq : GL
ǫ
n´1
2
pqq ˆGLǫn`1
2
pqq|
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PSpnpqq, n ě 4
n
2
even, q even cn
2
|Spnpqq : rq
1
2
pn
2
4
` 3n
2
´2qs.Spn
2
´2pqq|
n
2
odd, q even bn
2
|Spnpqq : rq
n
4
pn
2
`1qs.Spn
2
´1pqq|
q ” 1 mod 4 s |Spnpqq : GLn
2
pqq.2|
q ” 3 mod 4 t |Spnpqq : GUn
2
pqq.2|
PΩ`n pqq, n ě 8
n
2
even, q even cn
2
|Ω`n pqq : rq
1
2
pn
2
4
`n
2
´2qs.Spn
2
´2pqq X Ω
`
n pqq|
n
2
even, q
n
4 ” ǫ mod 4 un
2
|Ω`n pqq : O
ǫ
n
2
pqq2.2X Ω`n pqq|
n
2
odd, q even cn
2
´1 |Ω
`
n pqq : rq
1
2
pn
2
4
` 3n
2
´10qs.
`
Spn
2
´3pqq ˆ Sp2pqq
˘
X Ω`n pqq|
n
2
odd, q odd un
2
´1 |Ω
`
n pqq : O
`
n
2
´1pqq ˆO
`
n
2
`1pqq X Ω
`
n pqq|
PΩ´n pqq, n ě 8
n
2
even, q even cn
2
|Ω´n pqq : rq
1
2
pn
2
4
`n
2
´2qs.Spn
2
´2pqq X Ω
´
n pqq|
n
2
even, q odd un
2
|Ω´n pqq :
´
O`n
2
pqq ˆO´n
2
pqq
¯
.2X Ω´n pqq|
n
2
odd, q even cn
2
´1 |Ω
´
n pqq : rq
1
2
pn
2
4
` 3n
2
´10qs.
`
Spn
2
´3pqq ˆ Sp2pqq
˘
X Ω´n pqq|
n
2
odd, q
n´2
4 ” ǫ mod 4 un
2
´ǫ |Ω
´
n pqq : O
ǫ
n
2
´1pqq ˆO
´ǫ
n
2
`1pqq X Ω
´
n pqq|
PΩnpqq pnq oddq, n ě 7 q
t n`1
4
u ” ǫ mod 4 p´1q
n`1
2 un´1
2
|Ωnpqq : O
ǫ
2t n`1
4
u
pqq ˆOn´2t n`1
4
upqq X Ωnpqq|
4. Maximal subgroups with order divisible by r
Let G be a finite simple classical group described in Theorem 2 – that is, with natural
module n ě 8 and G ‰ PΩ`8 p2q. If G “ PΩǫnpqq, let |PSOǫnpqq : PΩǫnpqq| “ aǫ P t1, 2u and
let |ZpΩǫnpqqq| “ zǫ P t1, 2u . The values aǫ, zǫ can be found in [19, § 2]. Recall the definition
of r, a primitive prime divisor of qe ´ 1 for e listed in Table 1.
The subgroup structure of G is well-understood due to a theorem of Aschbacher [1]. The
theorem states that if M is a maximal subgroup of G, then M lies in a natural collection
C1, . . . ,C8, or M P S . Subgroups in Ci are described in detail in [19], where the structure
and number of conjugacy classes are given. Subgroups in class S are almost simple groups
which act absolutely irreducibly on the natural module V of G. The orders of subgroups in
classes C1, . . . ,C8 can easily be computed using [19, § 4], and this yields the result below.
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G with order divisible by r, and assume
M lies in one of the Aschbacher classes C1, . . . ,C8. Then M is conjugate to a subgroup listed
in Table 6. The number of G-conjugacy classes of each type, cM , is also listed.
Table 6 also lists bounds I2pMq and NM , where i2pMq ď I2pMq and NM ď |NMpxxyq|
where x P G is an element of order r contained in M . These bounds are justified in Propo-
sitions 5.1 and 6.4 below.
The subgroups M P S with order divisible by r are given by [15]. We first list these
subgroups with socpMq P Liepp1q, where Liepp1q is the set of finite simple groups of Lie type
with characteristic not equal to p.
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Table 6: Maximal subgroups M R S with r | |M |
G Class Type of M Conditions cM I2pMq NM
PSLnpqq, n ě 2 C3 GLkpq
tq.t n “ kt, t prime 1 2 q
2t´1
q´1 q
n2
2t
`n
2
´2t |NGpxxyq|
C6 2
2kSp2kp2q n “ 2
k, r “ 2k ` 1, q odd pq ´ 1, nq 2log2pnqp2 log2pnq`3q r
C8 PSpnpqq n even pq ´ 1,
n
2
q 2pq ` 1qq
n2`2n´4
4
npq
n
2 `1q
p2,q´1q
PSO´n pqq n even, q odd
pq´1,nq
2
2pq ` 1qq
n2´4
4
npq
n
2 `1q
2a´
PSUnpq
1
2 q n odd, q square q´1
rq
1
2 `1, q´1pq´1,nq s
2pq
1
2 ` 1qq
n2`n´4
4
npq
n
2 `1q
pq
1
2 `1qpn,q
1
2 `1q
PSpnpqq, n ě 4 C3 Spkpq
tq.t n “ kt, k even, t prime 1 2pqt ` 1qq
n2
4t
`n
2
´t |NGpxxyq|
GUn
2
pqq.2 n
2
odd, q odd 1 pq ` 1q2q
n2`2n´16
8 |NGpxxyq|
C6 2
2kO´2kp2q n “ 2
k, q “ p odd, r “ n` 1 1 or 2 22 log
2
2
pnq`log
2
pnq`1 r
C8 PSO
´
n pqq q even 1 2pq ` 1qq
n2´4
4
npq
n
2 `1q
2
PΩ`n pqq, n ě 8 C1 O
´
n´2pqq ˆO
´
2 pqq 1 2pq ` 1q
2q
n2´4n
4 |NGpxxyq|
On´1pqq ˆO1pqq q odd 2
4
z`
pq ` 1qq
n2´2n´4
4
pn´2qpq
n
2
´1`1q
a`
On´1pqq q even 1 2pq ` 1qq
n2´2n´4
4
pn´2qpq
n
2
´1`1q
2
C2 O1pqqwrSn q “ p odd, r “ n´ 1 2 or 4 2
n´1n! r
C3 On
2
pq2q.2 n
2
odd, q odd 1 or 2 4
z`
pq ` 1qq
n2´20
8
pn´2qpq
n
2
´1`1q
4a`
GUn
2
pqq.2 n
2
even 2 2
z`
pq ` 1q2q
n2`2n´16
8 |NGpxxyq|
C6 2
2kO`2kp2q n “ 2
k, q “ p odd, r “ n´ 1 4 or 8 2log2pnqp2 log2pnq`1q r
PΩ´n pqq, n ě 8 C3 O
´
k pq
tq.t n “ kt, t prime, k ě 4 1 2pqt ` 1qq
n2
4t
´t |NGpxxyq|
GUn
2
pqq.2 n
2
odd 1 2
z´
pq ` 1q2q
n2`2n´16
8 |NGpxxyq|
PΩnpqq, n ě 7, nq odd C1 O
´
n´1pqq ˆO1pqq 1 4pq ` 1qq
n2´2n´3
4 |NGpxxyq|
C2 O1pqqwrSn q “ p, r “ n 1 or 2 2
n´1n! r
PSUnpqq, n ě 3, n odd C3 GUkpq
tq.t n “ kt, t prime, t ě 3 1 2pq
t`1q2
q`1 q
n2
2t
`n
2
´2t |NGpxxyq|
PSUnpqq, n ě 4, n even C1 GUn´1pqq ˆGU1pqq 1 2pq ` 1qq
n2´n´4
2 |NGpxxyq|
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To state the next result, let
eG “
$’’’’&
’’’’’%
pn, q ´ ǫq if G “ PSLǫnpqq
p2, q ´ 1q if G “ PSpnpqq
aǫp2, q ´ 1q2 if G “ PΩǫnpqq pn evenq
2 if G “ PΩnpqq pnq oddq.
Then eG is the index of G in the projective similarity group of the same type (see [19, § 2]).
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G with order divisible by r, and assume
M P S with socpMq P Liepp1q. The possibilities for socpMq are listed in Table 7. Upper
bounds CM are given for the number of G-conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups with each
listed socle.
Proof. Let M P S with socpMq P Liepp1q, and let V be the natural module of G. The
possibilities for socpMq are determined in [15], and we list them in Table 7 alongside necessary
conditions.
It remains to justify the bound CM . Consider socpMq “ S “ PSLdpsq, d ě 3. Here
dimV “ n “ sd´1
s´1
´δ where δ P t0, 1u. By [16, Theorem 1.1], in most cases the representation
of S on V is one of at most s´1 Weil representations. The exceptions are when d “ 3, s “ 2
or 4, and in each case it can be verified that the number of possible representations is again
at most s´ 1 using [7] and [18]. Hence the number of PGLpV q-classes of such subgroups M
is at most s´ 1. If G “ PSLnpqq, it follows that that number of G-classes of subgroups M
is at most ps´ 1q|PGLnpqq : PSLnpqq| “ ps´ 1qeG. If G “ PΩǫnpqq, Corollary 2.10.4 of [19]
shows that the number of PGOǫnpqq-classes of subgroups M is also at most s´ 1, and so the
number of G-classes is at most ps´ 1q|PGOǫnpqq : PΩǫnpqq| “ ps´ 1qeG.
The remaining possibilities for socpMq and G are dealt with similarly, using [14], [17],
[5] for socpMq “ PSp2dpsq, PSUdpsq, PSL2psq respectively.
Table 7: Maximal subgroups M P S with socpMq P Liepp1q, r | |M |
G socpMq Conditions CM {eG
PSLnpqq, PSpnpqq, PSLdpsq d ě 3 prime, n “
sd´1
s´1 ´ 1, r “ n` 1 s´ 1
PΩ´n pqq PSp2dpsq s ‰ 3 odd, d “ 2
b ě 2, n “ 1
2
psd ´ 1q, r “ n` 1 4
PSUdpsq d prime, n “
sd`1
s`1 ´ 1, r “ n` 1 s` 1
PSL2pnq n “ 2
b, b “ 2b
1
, r “ n` 1 1
PSL2pn` 1q r “ n` 1
n
4
PSL2p2n` 1q r “ n` 1 or 2n` 1 2
PΩ`n pqq PSp2dp3q n “
3d`1
2
odd, d ě 3 prime, r “ n´ 1 4
PSL2pn´ 1q r “ n´ 1
n´4
4
PSL2pnq n “ 2
b, b prime, r “ n´ 1 1
PSL2p2n´ 1q r “ n´ 1 2
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PΩnpqq, nq odd PSLdpsq d ě 3 prime, n “
sd´1
s´1 , r “ n s´ 1
PSp2dpsq s ‰ 3 odd, d “ 2
b ě 2, n “ 1
2
psd ` 1q, r “ n 4
PSp2dp3q d an odd prime, n “
1
2
p3d ´ 1q, r “ n 4
PSUdpsq d prime, n “
sd`1
s`1 , r “ n s` 1
PSL2pn´ 1q r “ n
n´3
2
PSL2pnq n “ 2
b, b “ 2b
1
, r “ n 1
PSL2pn` 1q r “ n
n`1
2
PSL2p2n´ 1q r “ n or 2n´ 1 2
PSL2p2n` 1q r “ n 2
PSUnpqq, n odd PSL2p2n` 1q r “ 2n` 1 2
PSUnpqq, n even PSL2p2n´ 1q r “ 2n´ 1 2
We denote by cS the number of G-classes of subgroups M P S with order divisible by
r and socpMq not an alternating group.
Corollary 4.3. We have cS ď CS , where CS is given in Table 8 for each G.
Table 8: Upper bounds for cS
G CS
PSLnpqq, PSpnpqq, PΩ´n pqq, n ě 7 pn2 ` 214 n´ 1qeG
PΩ`n pqq, n ě 10 p14n ` 9qeG
PΩnpqq, n ě 9, nq odd pn2 ` 6n` 4qeG
PSUnpqq, n ě 7 3eG
Proof. Let M P S with socpMq not an alternating group. If socpMq R Liepp1q, the number c
ofGLnpqq-conjugacy classes of suchM is given in [15, Example 2.7]. By [19, Corollary 2.10.4],
the number of G-classes is therefore bounded above by ceG. If socpMq P Liepp1q, the number
of G-classes of M is bounded above by CM in Proposition 4.2.
Suppose G “ PSLnpqq. In this case c ď 6 by [15], and so the contribution to cS from
M P S , socpMq R Liepp1q is at most 6eG “ 6pn, q´ 1q. The contribution to cS from M P S
with socpMq P Liepp1q is as follows using Proposition 4.2:
• For socpMq “ PSLdpsq, d ě 3 we have s ď n. For each s there exists at most one d
such that n “ sd´1
s´1
´ 1 as in Table 7. Therefore, by Proposition 4.2, the contribution
is less than
řn
s“2ps´ 1qeG “ 12npn ´ 1qeG;
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• For socpMq “ PSp2dpsq, d ě 2 we have s ď n and s ‰ 3, and since for each s there
exists at most one d as above, the contribution is less than 4pn´ 2qeG;
• For socpMq “ PSUdpsq we also have s ď n, and, similar to above, the contribution is
less than
řn
s“2ps` 1qeG “ 12pn ´ 1qpn` 4qeG;
• For socpMq “ PSL2psq we have s “ n, n ` 1 or 2n ` 1, contributing eG, 14neG, 2eG
respectively.
Summing these contributions yields CS “ pn2 ` 214 n ´ 1qeG. The remaining bounds are
found in a similar manner.
5. Involutions in maximal subgroups
Let G be a finite simple classical group described in Theorem 2. Recall our definition
of r as a primitive prime divisor of qe ´ 1 for e listed in Table 1.
In this section we deduce upper bounds for the number of involutions in maximal sub-
groups of G with order divisible by r.
Proposition 5.1. Let M ămax G with r | |M |.
i) If M R S , then i2pMq ď I2pMq, where I2pMq is listed in Table 6;
ii) If M P S and socpMq is not an alternating group then i2pMq ă q2n`4;
iii) If M P S and socpMq “ An1 for some n1 ě 9, then n1 “ n ` 1 or n ` 2 and
i2pMq ă pn ` 2q!.
Proof. We prove this case by case for each Aschbacher class. Subgroups M ămax G with
M R S and r | |M | are listed in Table 6.
First suppose M P C1. Then M is of type Cln´kpqq ˆ Clkpqq for some classical group
Clkpqq of the same type as G and k “ 1 or 2. We can bound the number of involu-
tions in each factor using Proposition 2.3. If G “ PΩ`n pqq and M is of type O´n´2pqq ˆ
O´2 pqq we have i2pMq ď i2pPO´n´2pqqqi2pPO´2 pqqq. By Proposition 2.3, i2pPO´n´2pqqq ď
i2pAutpPΩ´n´2pqqqq ă 2pq`1qq
n
2
´4n
4 . Using the fact that O´2 pqq – D2pq`1q gives i2pPO´2 pqqq ď
q ` 1, yielding the result. The other values for I2pMq are calculated in a similar fashion.
Next suppose M P C2,C6 or S . In most cases we bound i2pMq by |M |. For M P S
with socpMq ‰ An1 we have |M | ă q3nδ by [22, Theorem 4.1]. In fact, using the fact that
r | |M |, by Theorem 4.2 of the same paper we have |M | ă qp2n`4qδ unless pG, socpMqq “
pPSL11p2q,M24q, pPΩ`8 pqq, PΩ7pqqq. In the first case, i2pM24q “ 43263 ă 224 by [7], and in
the second case, i2pMq ă 2pq ` 1qq11 ă q20 by Proposition 2.3. If G is unitary then M has
socle PSL2p2n ˘ 1q or J3 by [15], and each has i2pMq ă q2n`4, as can be seen from their
respective character tables. If socpMq “ An1 , n1 ě 9 then by [15] we have n1 “ n`1 or n`2.
Therefore i2pMq ď i2pSn`2q ă pn` 2q!.
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If M P C3 then M is of type Clkpqtq.t for some classical group Clkpqtq. Suppose G “
PSLnpqq and let M be of type GLkpqtq.t. If k ě 2 we have i2pMq ď qt´1q´1 i2pAutpPSLkpqtqqq,
and applying Proposition 2.3 yields the result. If k “ 1, M is of type GL1pqnq.n where n
is prime, and since we are assuming n ą 2 we have i2pMq “ 0. Other bounds I2pMq for
M P C3 are calculated in a similar fashion.
IfM P C8 then socpMq is a finite simple classical group, and so we can apply Proposition
2.3 to obtain the result.
6. Proof of Theorem 2 for n sufficiently large
Let G be a finite simple classical group described in Theorem 2. If G “ PΩǫnpqq recall
the definition of aǫ “ |PSOǫnpqq : PΩǫnpqq|. Also, recall that r is a primitive prime divisor of
qe ´ 1, where e is listed in Table 1. Let x P G be an element of order r.
In this section, except for a small number of possible exceptions (given in Proposition
6.5) we prove Theorem 2 holds in the following cases:
PSLnpqq, n ě 9
PSpnpqq, n ě 12
PΩǫnpqq pn evenq, n ě 14
PΩnpqq pnq oddq, n ě 13
PSUnpqq, n ě 8.
We first require a result on the number of conjugates of a maximal subgroup containing x.
Lemma 6.1. If x lies in two conjugate maximal subgroups of G, say M and Mg for some
g P G, then mg P NGpxxyq for some m PM .
Proof. We first note that Sylow r-subgroups of G are cyclic (this follows from [12, Theorem
4.10.2]).
Suppose x PM XMg where M is a maximal subgroup of G and g P G, so x, xg´1 PM .
We have xxy, xxg´1y contained in Sylow r-subgroups of M , conjugate by some m P M . As
the Sylow r-subgroups are cyclic, xxy and xxg´1y are also conjugate by m. This implies that
mg P NGpxxyq.
Corollary 6.2. If x lies in a maximal subgroup M of G, the number of G-conjugates of M
containing x is |NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
.
Proof. Let C “ tMg : g P G, x PMgu. Then NGpxxyq acts on C by conjugation, and Lemma
6.1 implies this action is transitive. The stabilizer of M is NGpxxyq X NGpMq “ NMpxxyq
since M is maximal. Therefore |C| “ |NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
, completing the proof.
Lemma 6.3. Let T ď G be a maximal torus containing x. Then CGpxq “ T .
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Proof. Let H be a simple algebraic group over Fq such that pHF q1 “ G for a Steinberg
morphism F . Also let Fˆqe “ xλy. If µ P Fqe is an eigenvalue of x, then its Galois-conjugates
µq
δ
, µq
2δ
, . . . are also eigenvalues of x, where δ “ 2 if G is unitary and δ “ 1 otherwise.
Therefore, as x is semisimple, x is conjugate in H to diagpλa, λaqδ , λaq2δ , . . . , λaqe´δ , Ikq, where
a is such that x has order r, and k ď 2 with equality if and only if G “ PΩ`n pqq. We find
that CHpxq is contained in a unique maximal torus containing x: if k ď 1 then x has distinct
eigenvalues and the statement is clear, otherwise k “ 2, G “ PΩ`n pqq, and the 1-space is a
2-dimensional torus of type O`2 pqq. Therefore, taking fixed points yields the result.
Proposition 6.4. Let M ămax G with x P M , and assume M R S . Then |NMpxxyq| ě NM ,
where NM is listed in Table 6. The values of |NGpxxyq| are listed in Table 9.
Table 9: Orders of normalizers of x
G |NGpxxyq|
PSLnpqq npqn´1qpq´1qpn,q´1q
PSpnpqq npq
n
2 `1q
p2,q´1q
PΩ`n pqq pn´2qpq
n
2
´1`1qpq`1q
a`p2,q´1q2
PΩ´n pqq npq
n
2 `1q
a´p2,q´1q
PΩnpqq pn´1qpq
n´1
2 `1q
2
PSUnpqq, n odd npqn`1qpq`1qpn,q`1q
PSUnpqq, n even pn´1qpqn´1`1qpn,q`1q
Proof. We first consider NGpxxyq. By Lemma 6.3 there is a unique maximal torus T of G
containing x. We have NGpxxyq ď NGpT q by Lemma 6.3, and conversely the normalizer of T
will normalize the unique Sylow r-subgroup of T containing x, yielding NGpxxyq “ NGpT q.
By [28, § 25], T corresponds to an element w in the Weyl group W of G, and Proposition
25.3 in the same section gives |CW pwq| “ |NGpT q : T |. The values of |T | and |NGpT q : T |
can be computed from [6]. Hence |NGpxxyq| as in Table 9.
We now consider NMpxxyq, and proceed case by case for each Aschbacher class of sub-
groups M containing x with r | |M |. Such classes are listed in Table 6.
Consider M P C1 of type Cln´kpqqˆClkpqq for some classical group Clmpqq of the same
type as G with k ď 2. Then NMpxxyq is of the form NCln´kpqqpxxyq ˆClkpqq. If the maximal
torus in Cln´kpqq containing x is T 1, then, by the same reasoning as for NGpxxyq in first
paragraph, the normalizer of x in M is of the form NCln´kpqqpT 1q ˆ Clkpqq, and using [6]
yields the result.
For M P C2 or C6 we use the obvious bound |NMpxxyq| ě r.
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Consider M P C3 of the form M0.t where M0 “ Clkpqtq, a classical group of the same
type as G. Then T ďM0, and NM0pxxyq “ NM0pT q as above. It remains to consider MM0 . By
Lemma 6.3, CGpxq “ T , and so there is a unique Sylow r-subgroup P of M containing x.
Therefore NMpxxyq “ NMpP q. By the Frattini argument, M “M0NMpP q, and so
NMpxxyq
NM0pxxyq
“ M0NMpxxyq
M0
“ M0NMpP q
M0
“ M
M0
“ Ct.
Hence NM pxxyq “ NM0pxxyq.t, showing that for M P C3 we have NGpxxyq “ NMpxxyq. For
the remaining cases M P C3 a similar method yields the result.
For M P C8, we use the same method as we did for NGpxxyq in the first paragraph to
obtain the lower bound NM .
Proposition 6.5. Apart from 4 possible exceptions, Theorem 2 holds for G in the following
cases:
PSLnpqq, n ě 9;
PSpnpqq, n ě 12;
PΩǫnpqq pn evenq, n ě 14;
PΩnpqq pnq oddq, n ě 13;
PSUnpqq, n ě 8.
The possible exceptions are G “ PSp12p2q, PΩ`14p2q, PΩ`16p2q, PΩ`18p2q.
Proof. To prove G is p2, rq-generated, by p1.2q it suffices to prove řxPMămaxG i2pMqi2pGq ă 1.
Let µi be a set of G-conjugacy class representatives of maximal subgroups M P Ci with
order divisible by r, and µ0 be a set of G-conjugacy class representatives for M P S with
order divisible by r. By Corollary 6.2 we have
ÿ
xPMămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq “ Σ1 ` Σ2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Σ8 ` Σ0
where
Σi “
ÿ
MPµi
|NGpxxyq|
|NMpxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq .
The values |µi| and maximal subgroups M contributing to Σi, 1 ď i ď 8 are found in Table 6
by Proposition 4.1. Upper bounds for the number of conjugacy class representatives M P µ0
with socpMq R tAn`1, An`2u are found in Table 8 by Corollary 4.3. For M P µ0 with
socpMq P tAn`1, An`2u, socpMq has a unique irreducible n-dimensional representation over
any field (where the characteristic p | n` 2 in the n` 2 case), preserving an orthogonal (or
symplectic in characteristic 2) form (see [19, § 5]). Hence the number of such representations
is 0 if G “ PSLǫnpqq, and is at most eG otherwise.
By Proposition 6.4, if M R S then |NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
ď |NGpxxyq|
NM
where NM is found in Table 6
and |NGpxxyq| is found in Table 9. IfM P S we use |NMpxxyq| ě r if socpMq R tAn`1, An`2u,
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and |NM pxxyq| ě 12rpr´1q otherwise. The ratio i2pMqi2pGq is bounded by
I2pMq
I2pGq
by Proposition 3.1
and Proposition 5.1. This leads to an upper bound for each Σi which can be manipulated
into a decreasing function in n and q.
As an illustration, consider G “ PΩ´n pqq. By Table 6,
ÿ
xPMămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq “ Σ3 ` Σ0.
Consider first Σ3. In C3 there are fewer than
n
2
classes of type O´k pqtq.t and there is
1 class of type GUn
2
pqq.2. By Corollary 6.2 and Table 6, if M P µ3 then M is the unique
conjugate containing x since |NGpxxyq| “ |NMpxxyq|. By Table 6, for M of type O´k pqtq.t
we have i2pMq ă 2pqt ` 1qq n
2
4t
´t ď 2pq2 ` 1qq n28 ´2. For M of type GUn
2
pqq.2 we have
i2pMq ă 2z´ pq ` 1q2q
n
2
8
`n
4
´2. By Table 4, we have i2pGq ě 18q
n
2
4
´1. Therefore
Σ3 “
ÿ
xPMPC3
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď
ÿ
MPµ3
|NGpxxyq|
|NMpxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď
n
2
.2pq2 ` 1qq n28 ´2 ` 2
z´
pq ` 1q2q n28 `n4´2
1
8
q
n2
4
´1
“ 2
3npq2 ` 1q
q
n2
8
`1
` 2
4pq ` 1q2
q
n2
8
´n
4
`1
. (1)
We now consider Σ0. By Corollary 4.3 there are at most pn2 ` 214 n ´ 1qeG classes of
subgroups M P µ0 such that socpMq R tAn`1, An`2u. As shown above, there are at most eG
classes of subgroups M P µ0 such that socpMq P tAn`1, An`2u. By Corollary 6.2, for M of
the first type there are at most npq
n
2 `1q
ra´p2,q´1q
G-conjugates of M containing x, and for M of the
second type there are at most npq
n
2 `1q
1
2
rpr´1qa´p2,q´1q
. By Proposition 5.1 we have i2pMq ă q2n`4 for
M of the first type, and i2pMq ă pn ` 2q! for the second type. Therefore
Σ0 “
ÿ
xPMPS
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď
ÿ
MPµ0
|NGpxxyq|
|NMpxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď eGnpn
2 ` 21
4
n´ 1qpq n2 ` 1qq2n`4
ra´p2, q ´ 1q18q
n2
4
´1
` eGnpq
n
2 ` 1qpn` 2q!
1
2
rpr ´ 1qa´p2, q ´ 1q18q
n2
4
´1
ď 2
3p2, q ´ 1qpn2 ` 21
4
n ´ 1qpq n2 ` 1q
q
n2
4
´2n´5
` 2
4p2, q ´ 1qpn` 2q!pq n2 ` 1q
nq
n2
4
´1
. (2)
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Using (1), (2) it can then be verified that for n ě 16 and all q, or for n ě 14 and q ě 3, we
have Σ3 ` Σ0 ă 1. For n “ 14, q “ 2, we find r “ 43, and so by Table 7 and [15] there are
no subgroups M P S with order divisible by r. Therefore using (1) we find Σ3 ă 1, and this
proves the result for G “ PΩ´n pqq, n ě 14. Similar arguments deal with all other possibilities
for G.
7. Proof of Theorem 2 for small n
We now consider G with n smaller than in Proposition 6.5. To prove Theorem 2 it
suffices to prove the following groups are p2, rq-generated:
PSL8pqq;
PSpnpqq, n “ 8, 10 and pn, qq “ p12, 2q;
PΩǫnpqq, n “ 8 pq ‰ 2 for ǫ “ `q, 10, 12 and pn, q, ǫq “ p14, 2,`q, p16, 2,`q, p18, 2,`q;
PΩnpqq pq oddq, n “ 9, 11.
p:q
Proposition 7.1. If G is a group listed in p:q and M is a maximal subgroup of G with order
divisible by r, then M is conjugate to a group listed in Table 6 (M P Ci) or a group with
socle listed in Table 10 (M P S ). In Table 10, upper bounds CM are given for the number
of G-classes of subgroups M with the given socle.
Table 10: Maximal subgroups M P S with r | |M | for G in p:q
G socpMq Conditions CM
PSp8pqq PSL2p17q q “ p or p
2, q ě 9 or q “ 2, r “ 17 2
PSp10pqq PSL2p11q q “ p or p
2, q odd, r “ 11 6
PSU5p2q q “ p odd, r “ 11 2
PSp12p2q PSL2p25q 1
A14 1
PΩ`8 pqq PΩ7pqq q odd 4
PSp6pqq q even 2
PSU3pqq q ” 2 mod 3 p2, q ´ 1q
2
PΩ`8 p2q q “ p odd, r “ 7 4
Szp8q q “ 5 8
A10 q “ 5 12
PΩ`12pqq PSL2p11q q “ p ě 19, r “ 11 8
M12 q “ p ě 5, r “ 11 8
A13 q “ p odd, r “ 11 4
PΩ`14p2q PSL2p13q 2eG
G2p3q eG
A16 eG
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PΩ´10pqq PSL2p11q q “ p ě 11, r “ 11 pq ` 1, 4q
A11 q ‰ 2, r “ 11 pq ` 1, 4q
A12 q “ 2 1
PΩ´12pqq PSL2p13q q “ p or p
3, q ě 8, r “ 13 6
PSL3p3q q “ p, r “ 13 2pq ` 1, 2q
A13 q ‰ 7, r “ 13 pq ` 1, 2q
PΩ9pqq PSL2p17q q “ p or p
2, r “ 17 2
PΩ11pqq A12 q “ p, r “ 11 2
Proof. For n ď 12, this is proved using [4]. For the groups G “ PΩ`14p2q, PΩ`16p2q, PΩ`18p2q
with M P S , a list of possibilities for socpMq and the number of GLnpqq-classes c for each
socpMq is obtained from [15]. By [19, Corollary 2.10.4] we can bound the number of G-classes
of M by ceG.
Proposition 7.2. Theorem 2 holds for G listed in p:q.
Proof. We prove the remaining cases of G are all p2, rq-generated in the usual way, proceeding
case by case for n. We use similar bounds for Σi, 1 ď i ď 8, to those found in the proof of
Proposition 6.5, though since n is fixed in each case we are able to improve the bounds on
Σ2 and Σ3 in the following way:
• Consider M P C2 of the form O1pqqwrSn. Then we have i2pMq ď 2n´1pi2pSnq ` 1q “
2n´1
řtn
2
u
k“0
n!
2kk!pn´2kq!
.
• Let M P C3 be of the form Clkpqtq.t for a classical group Clkpqtq of the same type as
G. Instead of bounding the number of prime divisors of n (and hence the number of
classes) by dn for some d ď 1, we instead calculate the exact number of prime divisors
and bound the number of involutions contained in each class separately using Table 6.
We can improve the bound on Σ0 more significantly: Table 10 lists possible socpMq
for subgroups M contributing to Σ0. If socpMq R tAn`1, An`2u then we bound i2pMq using
either |M | or Proposition 2.3 if applicable, rather than q2n`4 from [22]. If socpMq “ An1 for
n1 “ n` 1 or n` 2, then i2pMq ď i2pSn1q ď
řtn1
2
u
k“0
n1!
2kk!pn1´2kq!
.
We note that for each n it may not be possible to prove Q2pG, xq ă 1 for all q using the
lower bound i2pGq ě I2pGq. However, for specific q we can prove Q2pG, xq ă 1 by instead
using the lower bound for i2pGq listed in Table 5.
As an illustration, consider G “ PΩ`12pqq. By Table 6 and Table 10,ÿ
xPMămaxG
i2pMq
i2pGq “ Σ1 ` Σ2 ` Σ3 ` Σ0.
We first consider Σ1. Let µ1 be a set of conjugacy class representatives of subgroups
M P C1 such that r | |M |. There exists a unique M P µ1 of type O´10pqq ˆ O´2 pqq and
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either two representatives of type O11pqq ˆ O1pqq pq oddq or one of type O11pqq pq evenq.
Using Tables 4, 6 and 9 we bound cM
|NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
by cM
|NGpxxyq|
NM
I2pMq
I2pGq
, and we find that the
subgroups giving the largest contribution to Σ1 occur when q is odd. This leads to
Σ1 “
ÿ
MPµ1
|NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď
ÿ
MPµ1 of type
O´
10
pqqˆO´
2
pqq
|NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq `
ÿ
MPµ1 of type
O11pqqˆO1pqq
|NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď 2pq ` 1q
2q24
1
8
q35
` 2pq ` 1qp2, q ´ 1q2 ˆ
4
z`
pq ` 1qq29
1
8
q35
“ 2
4pq ` 1q2
q11
` 2
6pq ` 1q2
p2, q ´ 1q3q6 .
We now consider Σ2. Let µ2 be a set of conjugacy class representatives for M P C2
such that r | |M |. By Table 6, |µ2| ď 4, and for each M P µ2 we have i2pMq ď
211
ř6
k“0
12!
2kk!p12´2kq!
“ 214.17519 from the above discussion. By Table 6 we require q “ p ‰ 2
for such subgroups to exist. This yields
Σ2 “
ÿ
MPµ2
|NGpxxyq|
|NMpxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď 4ˆ 10pq
5 ` 1qpq ` 1q
4a`r
ˆ
211
ř6
k“0
12!
2kk!p12´2kq!
1
8
q35
ď 2
16.17519pq ` 1qpq5 ` 1q
q35
.
We now consider Σ3. Let µ3 be a set of conjugacy class representatives for M P C3.
By Table 6 there are 2 such classes of the form GU6pqq.2, and for each we have i2pMq ă
2
z`
pq ` 1q2q19. Each class has a unique conjugate containing x by Corollary 6.2. Therefore
Σ3 “
ÿ
MPµ3
|NGpxxyq|
|NMpxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
ď 2ˆ 2pq ` 1q
2q19
1
8
q35
“ 2
5pq ` 1q2
q16
.
We now consider Σ0. By Table 10, we can assume r “ 11. Let µ0 be a set of conjugacy
class representatives for M P S with r | |M |. By Table 10 there are at most 8 classes with
socle PSL2p11q, 8 classes with socle M12, and 4 classes with socle A13. By Corollary 6.2
and Table 9, for M of the first or second type there are at most 10pq
5`1qpq`1q
11a`p2,q´1q2
G-conjugates
of M also containing x, and for M of alternating type there are at most 10pq
5`1qpq`1q
1
2
11p11´1qa`p2,q´1q2
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conjugates containing x. Using [4] and [7] we calculate i2pMq ď 55, 190080, 272415 for
socpMq “ PSL2p11q,M12, A13 respectively. Therefore, as q “ p is odd in all cases,
Σ0 “
ÿ
MPµ0
|NGpxxyq|
|NM pxxyq|
i2pMq
i2pGq
“ 8ˆ 10pq
5 ` 1qpq ` 1q
ra`p2, q ´ 1q2 ˆ
55
1
8
q35
` 8ˆ 10pq
5 ` 1qpq ` 1q
ra`p2, q ´ 1q2 ˆ
190080
1
8
q35
` 4ˆ 10pq
5 ` 1qpq ` 1q
1
2
rpr ´ 1qa`p2, q ´ 1q2 ˆ
272415
1
8
q35
“ 2
3.5.11.3593pq5 ` 1qpq ` 1q
q35
.
We see that for q ě 3 we have Q2pG, xq ď Σ1 ` Σ2 ` Σ3 ` Σ0 ă 1. It therefore suffices
to prove Σ ă 1 for q “ 2. Computing similar bounds for Σi using the lower bound for i2pGq
found in Table 5 instead of I2pGq from Table 4 yields the result.
Calculations for the remaining G are similar.
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